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---

**Question 1:** How well did you prepare for this exam? When did you begin studying, what kind(s) of practice did you do, who did you study with (if anyone), how did you check your understanding?

---

**Question 2:** Which questions did you answer well, and which not so well? Can you detect any patterns?

---

**Question 3:** Which questions seem to be more important measures of your understanding of linguistics and which ones less important? Why?

---

**Question 4:** What changes (if any) could you make to your study routine in order to do better next time?
Question 5: Based on your performance on the exam, how well prepared do you think you are to learn more about linguistics, in this class or other classes?

Question 6: Based on your performance on the exam, how well do you think you are accomplishing your own goals for this semester?

Question 7: Based on your answers to the previous questions, what grade do you think you deserve on this exam? Why? How does the grade reflect (or not reflect) your performance on the exam?

In Jack’s mind, letter grades more or less mean the following:

- A  means you understood everything well
- B  means you understood some things well, and other things not so well
- C  means you understood everything. Mostly not well, but you got it done
- D  means you understood what to do, but didn’t succeed at doing it
- F  means you don’t seem to have understood what needed doing

Grade: